
This lesson will inform  
the group about the 
practical requirements of 
earning and maintaining 
501(c)(3) status.

Preparation
Print out enough copies of participant 
guide and 501(c)(3) checklist for all 
attendees. Make sure equipment  
can play “UBIT” elearning/video. 
Prepare flipchart and markers for 
brainstorming activities. If applicable, 
create a flipchart sheet that lists the 
reasons participants have told you 
they’d like 501(c)(3) status for the 
permit bank. 

Visual
Pull up the “UBIT” video. 

Nonprofit Overview
Orientation
Lead a general discussion with the group about why we’ve decided to become a 501(c)(3).  
If applicable, refer to the flipchart list you created. Introduce brief video laying out some of the 
requirements for becoming and staying a 501(c)(3). After the video, hand out participant guides, 
saying that the content is basically the same in the video and the guide. Give a few moments  
for participants to review the guides.

Demonstration
Complete quiz: is this UBIT? as a group. If technology is unavailable or unreliable,  
put each statement on a single flipchart sheet and decide as a group what it is. 

Key Points
Emphasize that if we’re not careful in drafting our purpose, we may be taxed on the leasing  
income of our permit bank. Also reassure the group that, while the requirements of applying for  
a 501(c)(3) sound overwhelming, they’re fairly manageable once we’ve written our purpose 
statement — especially if we’re well-prepared when we meet with our attorney.

Practice
Lead an open discussion about what UBIT means to our organization and how we can  
think about avoiding it. Take notes on a flipchart sheet. Then, hand out the 501(c)(3) checklist,  
explaining that it lists out the practical steps we’ll need to follow in order to become a 501(c)(3). 
Give a few moments for participants to review the checklist. Ask each person to mark something 
on the list they’d be willing to do. While they do that, write out the bullets on the checklist on a 
new flipchart sheet. Once participants have had a chance to review and “call dibs” on the checklist, 
go down the list as a group and assign participants to each item. Finally, direct participants back 
to their guides, where they will be brainstorming phrases to include in the organization’s official 
exempt purpose and a list of activities the organization will carry out under that purpose. Give 
them 10 minutes to brainstorm on their own, writing ideas down on their guides. After 10 minutes, 
go around the room, having each participant read out one phrase and \one activity. Record each 
contribution on a new flipchart sheet. When everyone has had a chance to speak, open the floor  
to the whole group for a more free-form brainstorm to complete the lists. 

Debrief
Review the checklist and assignments for the group. Ask everyone to complete their  
assignments and send to you within the next two weeks. Then, work with the organizational 
leadership to schedule a meeting with the attorney. At that meeting, discuss the requirements  
and review the necessary forms. Come with the results of the assignments, including the  
exempt purpose, and with the list of UBIT concerns to review with the attorney.

Time 
2 hours
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